BABY CARE!

Make sure the water isn't too hot when preparing a __
A bulb syringe helps to clean out a baby's plugged up __
No matter how many __ a baby has, the boxes are always more fun
A baby who cries and fusses a lot is said to have __
Soft __ may help a baby sleep better and reduce distractions
A baby __ can become a family heirloom, especially if it's handmade
Some parents take a lot of __ footage of their babies
If you decide not to breastfeed, you can use a __
A __ pad will protect your child's head from hitting the crib rails
When the wind blows this will rock
A hand-sized toy that makes noise __ first!  Don't forget door latches, outlet protectors and baby gates
__ cups have lids so drinks won't spill while a toddler is drinking
You can use a receiving __ to bundle up a newborn
__ or socks will keep a baby's feet warm
A __ chair is a nice addition to a nursery
__ animals are a favorite baby gift
Pets are part of the family but need to be __ carefully around babies
Older babies should be fine flying on an __, but ask your doctor
Make sure there are drapes or __ to keep out the sun during naptime
Many parents like to __ the baby's room in a specific theme
A rubber sheet or pad will protect a __ from leaky diapers
Be sure to follow your doctor's directions if your child needs to take __
Newborn babies like to be __; it reminds them of being in the womb
If you can't be there at feeding time, you can use a __ __ to get milk
If your climate is very dry, a __ helps keep moisture in the air
Use a __ if you don't want to stub your toe in the dark
__ that snap in the crotch are very convenient

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___________________________
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